
❶

❶ Pull in to lock, pull out to unlock the tilt of the chair.
❷ Turn it clockwise to decrease the angle, counterclockwise to increase.

Back adjustment function：

Seat lifting function

Movable armrests

❷

Pull out on lever of the mechanism to achieve back adjustment. Rest on 
the backrest and lie back. Pull inward on lever to fix the back when you
adjust it to your favorite angle.

Operate on lever of the mechanism to achieve height adjustment. Sit in 
the center of the seat and lift the handle of mechanism up, the seat can 
fall. Stand up and lift the handle of mechanism up, the seat can rise.

Note: After the initial installation, the seat lifting function may fail. It 
may be caused by poor contact between the gas lift and the mechanism. 
Please try sitting down hard for several times to solve this problem.

The height of the armrests can be adjusted after the button on the side 
of the armrests is pulled upward.
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Install armrests under the seat and fix 
with screws p.

Install the mechanism with screws q.

Install the connector on the chair back, 
and fix with screws o.

Install the chair back on the rear end of 
the mechanism with screws r.

Take out the screws and attach the 
headrest to the back.

Complete.

Place the seat on the gas lift.

Install the decorative cover and fix with 
screws o.
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1/4" x 7/8" 

5/16" x 7/8" ST3.5 x 16mm 

M6 x 18

1/4" x 7/8" 

1/4" x 3/4" 

ST3.5x16mm 

Behind Front

5/16"x7/8" 

Place the chair base upside down. Insert 
the tip of the part    into    and fix with 
M6*18 screws.

Insert the casters into the bottom of the 
base. Then install the base cover and gas 
lift.


